
Tech Suits, Are They Worth 

the Expense?



Problem 

How will the style of swimsuit affect the speed of the swimmer?



Variables

• Independent Variable: Style of swimsuit (tech suit vs. regular swimsuit).

• Dependent Variable: The speed of a swimmer timed during a 50 yard 
sprint.

• Control Variables

• 1. The time of day

• 2. The pool

• 3. Amount of yards sprinted

• 4. The swimmer

• 5. The stroke swam



Research

• The A3 Performance tech suit is made out of polyamide and 

elastane, and the TYR Maxfit swimsuit is made out of nylon and 

spandex. Both swimsuits have a polyester lining. 

• Polyamide is a form of nylon used for comfort, and elastane is a 

form of spandex used for its elasticity.

• It was concluded that the A3 Performance tech suit and the TYR 

Maxfit swimsuit are made of the same materials.



Research Extended

• Although an average swimsuit and tech suit use the same 

materials, tech suits commonly use less material, making the suit 

lighter weight.

• Unlike a regular swimsuit, a tech suit has muscular compression 

built into the design, which helps blood circulate through the 

muscles at a faster rate.



5 Vocab words 

1. Elastane - a synthetic fiber characterized by its ability to revert to its original shape after 

being stretched.

2. Spandex - a synthetic fiber composed of a long-chain polymer, used chiefly in the 

manufacture of garments to add elasticity.

3. Nylon - any of numerous strong tough elastic polyamide materials that are fashioned 

into fibers, filaments, bristles, or sheets and used especially in textiles and plastics.

4. Polyamide - a general term that is used to refer to a variety of different fabrics that are 

made from strings of polyamide monomers.

5. Compress - to press together; force into less space.



Hypothesis

If the swimmer wears the A3 Performance tech suit while 

swimming, then they should swim faster than when they are 

wearing the TYR Maxfit swimsuit because of the compression built 

into the tech suit.



Materials

• A3 Performance tech suit

• TYR Maxfit swimsuit

• Timer

• Stopwatch

• Pool

• Swimmer

• Notebook and pen to record times.



Procedure

1. Gather all the materials needed.

2. Have a timer time the swimmer with a stopwatch during a 50 yard freestyle 

sprint while wearing the TYR Maxfit swimsuit and record the time.

3. Repeat step 2 at least 3 more times with the same swimmer, at the same 

time of day, and at the same pool.

4. Have a timer time the swimmer with a stopwatch during a 50 yard freestyle 

sprint while wearing the A3 Performance tech suit and record the time.

5. Repeat step 4 at least 3 more times with the same swimmer, at the same 

time of day, and at the same pool.



Data Collection Table 

Trial 1: 31.83 seconds 33.19 seconds

Trial 2: 32.40 seconds 33.05 seconds

Trial 3: 31.95 seconds 33.07 seconds

Trial 4: 31.88 seconds 32.88 seconds

A3 Performance Tech Suit TYR Maxfit Swimsuit

Average: 32.02 seconds 33.05 seconds

50 Yard Freestyle Sprint



Data Analysis

• This investigation was conducted to determine if an expensive tech suit actually makes a swimmer 
swim faster than a regular swimsuit.

• During this investigation, a swimmer was timed sprinting a 50 yard freestyle swim four separate times 
wearing an A3 Performance tech suit, and four separate times wearing a TYR Maxfit swimsuit.

• When wearing the A3 Performance tech suit, the swimmer averaged 32.02 seconds for the 50 yard 
freestyle sprint.

• When wearing the TYR Maxfit swimsuit, the swimmer averaged 33.05 seconds for the 50 yard 
freestyle sprint.

• The pattern of the results show that during the 4 trials, the A3 Performance tech suit was consistently 
faster than the TYR Maxfit swimsuit with an average of approximately one second faster.



Data Analysis Graph



Conclusion

• If the swimmer wears the A3 Performance tech suit while swimming, 

then they should swim faster than when they are wearing the TYR 

Maxfit swimsuit because of the compression built into the tech suit.

• My hypothesis was accepted because the average time it took for the 

swimmer to sprint 50 yards wearing the A3 Performance tech suit was 

32.02 seconds, while the average time was 33.05 seconds when wearing 

the TYR Maxfit swimsuit. The A3 Performance tech suit averaged about 

one second faster than the TYR Maxfit swimsuit.



Conclusion Extended

• The experiment concluded that the muscular compression built into tech 

suits helps the swimmer swim faster than when wearing an average 

swimsuit with no compression.

• What could have led to incorrect data was the weather outside during 

the timed sprints. This can be corrected by checking the weather and 

planning the experiment on days with similar temperatures.



Application

• This experiment helps swimmers determine whether buying an expensive 

tech suit is actually worth the cost. The experiment lead to the conclusion 

that tech suits will help a swimmer swim faster than when wearing an average 

swimsuit.

• If I were to do this experiment again, I would have multiple swimmers 

participate in the experiment so I would have more data to support the 

hypothesis.
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